MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BIGHORN NO. 8
B I G H OR N C OR R I D O R E N V I R ON M E N T C OM M I T T E E

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic the Bighorn Corridor Environment Committee
Meeting will be held virtually using MICROSOFT TEAMS.
Members of the Public may watch the Live Stream of this meeting on the
MD of Bighorn YouTube Channel

D R A FT M E E T I N G A G E N D A

PAGE
NO.’S

DATE:

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2020

TIME:

4:00 PM – 7:00 PM

PLACE:

VIRTUALLY- TEAMS

OFFICE FILE NO.:

0105-17-01

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Pg 1

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

a) March 4, 2020 BCEC Meeting Minutes & Schedules

4. DELEGATIONS
5. BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES
a)

6. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
7. INDUSTRY UPDATES
8. MEMBERS’ ISSUES

(Please Note that Members Issues is not a forum to bring forward complaints. If you have a complaint, please fill out
& submit a complaint form)

Pg. 40
Pg. 44

9. NEW BUSINESS

a) Municipal Update re: Exshaw Ground Water Flood Response
b) MD of Bighorn News Release re: McElhanney Physical Hydrogeological Assessment
Report ( Report not included in agenda package)

10. INFORMATION
a)

11. NEXT MEETING
March 3, 2021
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Regarding Extraordinary and Widespread Flood Events
Mountains are beautiful places, on a good day. That said, every day is different and some are
difficult in the extreme. The Bow Valley is subject to flooding, forest fires, utility outages,
transportation shutdowns, train derailments, avalanches, rock slides and yes, even pandemics.
All have occurred in the past and all will occur again. This year, Exshaw experienced a pandemic
and a serious ground water event simultaneously. Indeed, the pandemic emergency continues
and the rate of Covid-19 infections are reported as increasing in the Health Region, often
referred to as a Second Wave.
Complex topography dictates complex hydrology. River flooding, steep creek (alpine torrent)
flooding and ground water flooding are historically recurrent. As you are aware, in June 2013
we had an event that included all three kinds of flooding, an event well above the 1 in 100-year
return expectation. See Table 1 on page 4. The event was characterized by the Government of
Alberta as "extraordinary" and "widespread". As such, Government of Alberta Disaster
Programs were available.
The event this spring was confined to groundwater flooding. Neither Jura Creek or Exshaw
Creek breached to avulse overland. Following the June investigation and July report by Sal
Figliuizzi Ltd, the Office of the Minister of Municipal Affairs established that the event was “not
extraordinary” (exceeding a 1 in 50-year return event) and "not widespread" in nature. As such,
the kind of financial assistance to titled property owners in 2013 is not available in 2020. A
structural review was conducted for most of the homes on Pigeon and McGillivary by AEMA
(Municipal Affairs).

What is Council doing for the Exshaw residents?
I can say that Council and Administration have not ceased in their efforts directed to improved
community safety and emergency response. For seven years, our municipal budget reflected
capital expenditures well past anything in the previous seven, even fourteen years. Most of
those funds came from the Government of Alberta through Municipal Affairs and Alberta
Environment and Parks.
Short-term creek defenses were established first. Long-term defenses remain ongoing. See
Table 2 on page 4. In Exshaw, Exshaw Creek long-term mitigations were completed in late May
($10.8 million) and Jura Creek Phase 1 was completed a year or two earlier ($2 million). Jura
Creek Phase 2 and 3 are ongoing with Jura Creek Phase 2 essentially shovel ready. Without the
rip-rap armaments on Jura Creek Phase 2, at a cost of $3.8 million, the lowest lands in Exshaw
remain seriously at risk and I mean "peril" in the sense of loss of life.
The Government of Alberta has just announced the steep creek funding for Jura Creek Phase 2.
That $3 million should become available in 2021 to build in the summer of 2021. Our MLA,
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Miranda Rosin, championed that application at the provincial level and succeeded. Well done,
Miranda.

What about the most recent groundwater flooding event in Exshaw?
Here are a few things to note. The list is not intended to be complete or exhaustive. The dates
and dollar amounts are approximations, not exact extracts from audited statements.
1. Bighorn runs three firehalls all staffed with professional volunteer firefighters. They are
well equipped and our crews are well trained. When the call comes in, the crews roll. All
this with only 1,334 residents to pay for the same. Frankly, this is nothing short of a
remarkable level of service for rural settlements. Hamlets are rural settlements.
2. The full operational cost of that annual EMS operation is about $600 thousand, new
vehicle costs excluded. Our equipment was expanded by a Government Grant following
2013, and several hundred thousand dollars of that money put pumps, generators and
hoses into the 2020 groundwater response.
3. At the end of May 2020, the Municipality activated the Emergency Operations Centre
(EOC) and the Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) was
informed bringing the Government of Alberta alongside. Administrative meetings were
occurring as early as the week of May 18 heading into the May 24th weekend. Many
staff members have experience responding to previous groundwater flooding situations.
There is sufficient corporate memory available.
4. The cost of the 2020 response is now at $113 thousand, and still increasing. This is at a
cost to all ratepayers. Never has the local response to groundwater flooding in the
Municipal District of Bighorn been more immediate, sustained and robust than it was this
year.
5. The MD acquired the use of other equipment from the Government of Alberta (AEMA),
other neighboring municipalities and our industries. Bighorn maintains Emergency
Response Agreements with some nine other agencies and municipalities. They help us
and we help them. The reciprocal contracts outline the rates of compensation.
6. With the help of AEMA, other resources were secured for the residents of Exshaw.
Rubicon arrived, evaluated, mobilized and acted on the interests of many title
property owners. Social services were available provincially and through volunteers. In
rural municipalities, social services are usually accessed from provincial offices in
adjacent towns.
7. The AEMA contracted the services of a professional geohydrologist firm and a structural
engineer for their purposes mostly relating to their Disaster Relief Program criteria. Their
report was released on September 25.
8. The community volunteers - neighbours helping neighbours – arrived and stayed with it.
9. The MD has arranged for a professional geohydrologist to address several groundwater
questions. That report is expected by the end of October and Council will review it as
soon as it is available to them. It is my intention to call a Special Meeting of Council to
deal with this specific situation.
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10. Following the 2013 event, the electrical grid in Exshaw was redesigned by Fortis. Now the
electrical grid can remain live with only blocks of the most affected properties isolated as
shut downs. This will reduce the need for evacuations and help keep some if not all of
the pumps running in flooding events.
11. Bighorn will conduct an administrative review of the 2020 Exshaw groundwater event
and EMS response. It will be completed in 2021.
12. Long-term planning is underway for evacuation routes throughout the whole MD.
Despite our small population, we have 100 km of public road and 300 km of resource
road.
13. It is a statistical certainty that return events will occur. Groundwater flooding occurs in
much of Alberta, usually not with snowpack and rain events on seventy-degree limestone
slopes. Urban developments have so many roofs, roads, sidewalks, and driveways they
are even more subject to the events than rural properties.
14. All hamlets are rural properties and the levels of service will, by necessity, reflect this.
Ward 1, Exshaw rural, has 462 residents.
15. Bighorn has and maintains a multiperil plan and for the whole Municipal District of
Bighorn, all 2700 km2. Protecting life is the highest identified priority. The plan needs to
address all significant perils. Please note the Fire Smarting accomplished around the
hamlets in the last few years.

How will the $50 thousand 2020 AEMA DRP grant to Bighorn be utilized?
When funds are received, they must be used to offset qualified municipal costs. Does it get to
individual ratepayers and residents? It doesn't. It goes directly to cover municipal response
costs. That $50 thousand will cover about 40% of the cost currently at $113 thousand, but still
increasing. It will soften but not eliminate the taxation requirements to all ratepayers in
subsequent taxation years.
What additional equipment will the MD acquire to enhance the emergency response for future
groundwater events? Well, we acquired some new equipment during the event. This would
include $16 thousand for the green deep service pipes. The geohydrologist’s report should
inform this question. So, we will see what that report suggests.
Dene Cooper
Reeve, Municipal District of Bighorn
November 1, 2020
Table 1. Aerial Photo of the Lac des Arcs topographic basin showing the quadruple confluence
of the Bow River, Exshaw Creek, Jura Creek and Heart Creek.
Table 2. Satellite Image of the Municipal District of Bighorn showing the hamlet locations and
estimated costs of river mitigations (in black) and alpine torrent mitigations (in red) following
the 2013 flood event.
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Table 1: Lac des Arcs Topographical Basin

Table 2: Satellite Image of the Municipal District of Bighorn
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NEWS RELEASE
DATE:

November 13, 2020

TIME:

4:00 PM MST

SUBJECT:

Hydrological Assessment of Exshaw Groundwater Event

The Council for the Municipal District of Bighorn (“the M.D.”) has received the anticipated hydrological
assessment of the Exshaw groundwater event that occurred in June of this year. Mr. Roger Towsley,
Senior Hydrogeologist from McElhanney, presented the report to Council.
The McElhanney assessment states that the primary cause of flooding appears to have been from
melting of an abnormally high snowpack, and that flood conditions may have been worse if precipitation
had been at or above normal amounts between late May and early July. “The importance of the effects
that the engineered debris flood mitigation structures on Exshaw Creek have on local groundwater
levels in the North Community of Exshaw are unclear, but effects appeared to be minor as compared to
the impact from the melting snowpack. The completion of the structures in 2019 and flooding the
following spring was likely coincidence rather than cause. Further study is warranted to better
understand how or if the structures cause increased infiltration and exacerbate rising groundwater
levels from environmental causes.”
Mr. Towsley also reiterated many times during his presentation that hydrogeology beneath the hamlet
is very complex and further studies could be undertaken to gain additional knowledge of groundwater
flows. He suggested in his presentation to Council, to continue groundwater monitoring and expand the
groundwater monitoring network to assess the effects of Bow River water levels on local groundwater
levels and the effects of impoundment of water in the sedimentation pond on local groundwater levels.
The McElhanney report corroborates the findings of a previous AEMA study that noted the flooding in
east Exshaw “appears to be linked to rainfall and snow melt events and seems to be worse with melting
of larger snowpacks and heavier rainfall events”.

According to the AEMA study: “Large scale

channelization on Exshaw Creek was recently completed to mitigate surface flooding. Many affected
residents feel that these works contributed to this year’s flooding. My contacts and my observations seem
to indicate these works most likely did not contribute to this year’s groundwater intrusion.”
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In the first week of June 2020, the hamlet of Exshaw experienced a high groundwater event that affected
the streets of Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount McGillivary. Groundwater flooded residential properties
and basements, including the east lift station and the Exshaw lagoon. Council had approved the
groundwater investigation on June 9, 2020 to determine what caused the high groundwater levels and if
the Exshaw Creek flood mitigation project was the cause of the groundwater flooding. “Council and
Administration needed to understand what caused the flooding and if the Exshaw Creek project was the
source of the high groundwater levels affecting east Exshaw” said Reeve Dene Cooper.
The MD is currently reviewing the effectiveness of a temporary drainage system employed in June to help
residents move groundwater away from residences on Mt. McGillivray Drive and Pigeon Mtn. Drive.
“What we’ve learned is that the June, 2020 groundwater levels were not a statistical anomaly. We need
to be as prepared as possible for the next high groundwater event, whether it’s caused by an exceptional
snowpack or high precipitation levels or the Bow River”, said CAO Robert Ellis.
At the regular meeting of Council on Tuesday, the Council heard from Director of Operations, Bill Luka
who said “designs plans have been prepared to re-grade three lanes in east Exshaw to improve drainage
flows created by storm water and surfacing groundwater and convey the water south towards Veteran’s
Way. Residents in east Exshaw will be contacted to provide feedback on the proposal. Council approved
Mr. Luka’s recommendation for the lane regrading and feedback from residents.
- 30 –
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Dene Cooper, Reeve
Municipal District of Bighorn
P.O. Box 310 / 2 Heart Mountain Drive
Exshaw, Alta., T0L 2C0
Email: dene.cooper@mdbighorn.ca
Robert Ellis, Chief Administrative Officer
Municipal District of Bighorn
P.O. Box 310 / 2 Heart Mountain Drive
Exshaw, Alta., T0L 2C0
Email: robert.ellis@mdbighorn.ca
Phone: 1-403-673-3611 (ext. 229)
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